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Special Notice:
Eagle 450 Software Installation

The Eagle 450 requires later versions of some software files than are found on the 10/98 AlphaCD. These
files are included on the Eagle 450 Patch Software CD, SCD-00001-00.

Whether you need to take any action to install these software files depends on whether your Eagle 450 is
a complete system with the software factory-installed, or a field upgrade.

FOR NEW SYSTEMS

During installation, you do not need to do anything with the Patch Software CD; your Eagle 450 already
contains the correct versions of all AMOS software files. But, keep the CD as a backup; if you need to
reload the AMOS software for any reason, you will first install AMOS 2.3A PR10/98, then update it
using the Patch Software CD, as described below (unless a later version of AMOS has been made
available).

FOR FIELD UPGRADES

If you are field upgrading an existing computer to make it an Eagle 450, as described in Upgrade
Instructions: AM-1600 or Eagle 100/300/500 to Eagle 450, PDI-03500-21, you need to install the
software from the Eagle 450 Patch Software CD after updating to AMOS 2.3A, PR 10/98, and before
installing the Eagle 450 hardware. So, after step 2 of the procedure in chapter 5 of the upgrade PDI,
follow these steps:

1. Copy the file COLD.LIT from the CD to the OPR account on you hard disk:

LOG OPR: ENTER

COPY =ACD1:[1,2]COLD.LIT ENTER

2. To expand the updated files from the COLD.LIT file, enter this command:

COLD.LIT/R:DSK0:/D ENTER

3. To make sure the files all installed properly, type:

VERIFY COLD ENTER

If the VERIFY program reports any errors, repeat steps 1 and 2. If there are still errors, please contact the
Technical Assistance Center.

For your convenience, the Eagle 450 Patch Software CD also includes the individual files
contained in the COLD.LIT self-expanding archive. You can also correct any errors found during
the verify by copying the individual files involved from the CD to the correct account on DSK0:.


